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November 5, 2015
GFS Enhancements

Postdoc Tuition Payments

- Effective Autumn 2015, tuition is paid on behalf of ALL Postdocs by the Provost or SOM Dean. Payment of quarterly Postdoc tuition for term 1162 and on will no longer be entered in GFS.
- Enhancement will remove the requirement to click “Calc TAL.”

- Appropriate messages will display on Fellowship Tuition Tab if you try to enter tuition for a Postdoc.
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Workflow Home

- Working with HR and Payroll to redesign this shared functionality to better meet approver needs.
- Will be recruiting testers as we get further into the project.
- Anticipate completing both projects no later than February 15, 2016.
GFS Discovery Project

- The current GFS system was created by Stanford as a “bolt on” to the PeopleSoft system for the 2002-2003 academic year.
- Recently, the Systems Governance Group (SGG) approved a “Discovery Project” for GFS that will begin in January.
- We will be investigating improvements to the GFS User Interface and exploring integration with other systems.
- Much more information and opportunities for input to come!
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Improvements to Resources

- Nationally Competitive Fellowships web page

http://financialaid.stanford.edu/faculty_staff/graduate/fellowships
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Improvements to Resources

- Cardinal Care Subsidy web page (for students)

http://financialaid.stanford.edu/grad/funding/subsidy
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Improvements to Resources

- GFS Job Aids & Handouts

http://gfs.stanford.edu/gfsjobaids